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1 Main technical issues achieved during 2014
I2b2 is ready and deployed in two sites, Pavia and Athens (almost ready, in this case). These data will be used
to validate this infrastructure and it will be extended to the other databases and datasets.
Probabilistic models based on Bayesian Networks are complete.
Three scenarios/use cases are presented, starting from the definitions given in Deliverable D4.1, and
each of the risk factors modelled in Deliverable D2.1 are associated to one or more scenarios as
measurable variable.
The previous cross sectional Bayesian Network has been extended and several tests will assess its ability
to correctly propagate probabilistic information on the modelled variables in each of the three scenarios.
The imputation ability of the Bayesian Network has been compared with the one of a standard imputation
algorithm, k Nearest Neighbour, and its ability in stratifying patients in terms of risk of T2D from
questionnaire-based information (Scenario 2) is compared with the widely adopted FINDRISC score.
Experimental results are promising.
A preliminary version of the process mining and temporal mining algorithms has been developed and will be
validated in the next months.
The core parts of the work were dedicated to the extraction of meaningful temporal behavioural patterns
using temporal data mining methodologies.
Some further analyses have been performed, which have been designed during the second year of the
project. These analyses were defined in collaboration with the clinical partners, taking into account their
specific interests and the characteristics of the available data.
Moreover, a special effort has been devoted to take into account environmental data and clinical-administrative
data integration.
The attention in merging clinical and management prospective reflects the common efforts carried out
within the implementation of the MOSAIC dashboard and Use Cases (D4.2) to reach a comprehensive
understanding of the possible evolution of the disease depending from physiological values, care interventions
and exogenous factors, such as air pollution.
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The application of multivariate models to the data gathered from the MOSAIC FSM medical centre
enabled gaining better insight on the diabetes management. Indeed, the continuous stratification of
T2D patients’ risk may enhance the care processes, optimizing both clinical pathways and resources
allocation.
The study of the CGMS on the frequency domain (complementary to the activity done in the glucose variability
indexes by UNIPD and described in D2.1) has been started and some preliminary results have been obtained.
More work is required on this line and it will be done during the coming months.
The Use Cases definition has been done. In this process stakeholders and models have been related and initial
mock-ups have been built in order to validate them with the clinical partners. As far as we are developing some
different tools, with different users and environments in which these tools will be implemented, we have made
a division according to the issues that are applicable from a general perspective of the MOSAIC project, and
those that must be considered individually for each of the different scenarios approached by MOSAIC tools.

2 MOSAIC management tool
Diagnosis/Detection of Type 2 Diabetes Mellitus:
MOSAIC, through the combination of different clinical databases
at European level, is modelling the metabolic evolution of
individuals across the time taking into account physical,
metabolic, phenotypic and lifestyle variables, with the objective
of achieving an improved early diagnosis of both Type 2
Diabetes Mellitus and Pre-diabetic States (IFG and IGT) which
will lead to control the evolution and avoid or delay the onset of
the illness in the cases when patients are shown to be already
diabetic or try to revert the metabolic impaired situation through
lifestyle intervention in cases where patients belong to
pre-diabetic states.

Clinical Decision Support for Primary Care:
The third tool MOSAIC is currently developing aims to foster the
role of Primary Care in the attention of diabetic patients. It pretends
to enhance the capability of General Practitioners to act as the
central point from which pivots the coordination of the whole
clinical and social specialties involved in the chronic management
of T2DM. Through the computerized inclusion of clinical guidelines
as well as the timetables, consultations and tests performed or
“to perform” with an intelligent alert system we will facilitate the
shift of Primary Care to a key role in diabetic management
enabling the comparisons between the designed clinical
pathways/flows and the real flows occurring in individual patients.
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The second tool proposed by MOSAIC works with big data with
the objective to help Hospital and Health Care Agency
Managers to understand what is going on in their hospitals and
regions. This tool is improving the evidence base, understood
in a sociologic level, on the probability that diabetic patients have
to need, in given stages of the evolution of their illness, the use
of resources of the clinical systems (Public for National Health
Systems or Private for Insurance Companies). This tool has the
potential to ease the strategic approach of the socioeconomic
problem of T2DM as far as the information it provides will help
to improve the internal organization of the healthcare system,
estimate the clinical specialties which will have a higher workload
in the future years, the differences between gender issues,
among different regions, as well as measure, compare and
analyze the impact of different approaches to diabetes care in
different healthcare organizations.

3 Collaborations with EU Commission activities
Some Consortium members are participating in the European Innovation Partnership on Actve and Healthy
Ageing promotted by the European Commission:
NTUA - B3: INTEGRATED CARE - AA7: ICT Teleservices: Discussion and networking with a wide panel of
experts in the field of health and aging (public institutions, research academies, industries, health authorities,
public officers, patient associations) have been carried out. NTUA attended the official meeting and Konstantia
Zarkogianni participated in the AA6 Session which focused on assessing the level of adoption of patient
empowerment procedures in a region. ICT-based tools for patient stratification (one of the MOSAIC's main
objectives), have been suggested to have a great impact in the management of chronic diseases.
Medtronic - B3: INTEGRATED CARE - AA7: ICT Teleservices: The AA7 Work Group is devoted to enhance
the use of Telemedicine. Currently, the main activities being performed include the development of a Maturity
Model to analyze the capacity of the European Regions to implement Telemedicine Projects and a “Telemedicine
Toolkit” with the objective of describing and define the different telemedicine solution currently available in
the market. These two activities are linked by the Best Practices, edited by the European Commission in a
yearly basis.
UPM - A1: Adherence To Prescription and Medical Plans: UPM has presented 2 commitments, on behalf of
the MOSAIC consortium, related with the risk-stratification models tools that the project is developing. Giuseppe
Fico is the coordinator of the A1 group and coordinator of the User Empowerment Subgroup. This allows for
the activities carried out in the MOSAIC project are exploited in a better manner.
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4 Schedule of project activities
2
4

February 2015: The 2nd Annual Technical Review will take place next 24th -25th February 2015 in
Brusseles. MOSAIC Consortium will present to the Commission Experts the project achievements
perfomed by each Worck Package last year.
April- May 2015: MOSAIC will organize a workshop between April-May 2015. The objective of this
workshop is to share out the results of the project and the first prototype of the MOSAIC tool to relevant
stakeholders of different areas: clinical, scientific, industry, institutions, etc; and receive feedback from
them in terms of usability, user requirements, interfaces, etc and potential support in next phases of the

Moreover the Consortium has identified the following conferences potentially to attend:
Advanced Technologies and Treatment for Diabetes (ATTD). February 18-21 2015. Paris, France.
International Conference on E-health and Bioengineering (ICEHB) .8-9 April 2015. Dubai, EUA.
Finnish National Conference on Telemedicine and eHealth. 9 -10 April 2015. Espoo, Finland.
International eHealth, Telemedicine and ICT Forum (Med-e-Tel). 22-24 April 2015. Luxembourg.
eHealth Week . 11 – 13 May 2015. Riga, Latvia.
Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering (IUPESM).7-12 June 2015. Toronto, Canada.
Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering (ICMPBE). 29-30 July 2015. Zurich, Switzerland.
Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society (EMBC). 25-29 August 2015. Milano, Italy.
European Association for the Study of Diabetes. September 14-18 2015. Stockholm, Sweden.

5 Promotional video
MOSAIC has launched the first version of a promotional video to disseminate in an attractive way the concept
of the project.
The video has been published in the website, social networks and YouTube channel.

http://youtu.be/i6Qv931i4jI
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6 2014 in pictures
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6 Follow us in Social Media!
www.mosaicproject.eu

facebook.com/mosaicprojecteu

@mosaicprojecteu
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